
DISEC-resolution-Amendment
Sponsor: Japan, United Kingdom of England and Northern Ireland
Function: Delete; Add; Add
Clause: Operative clause IV; After Operative VI; At the End

Function One:

1. Purposes a policy limits and minimizes the testing of ASAT weapons in outer
space,

a. This would target a defined and singular objective: destructive ASAT
testing that causes harmful space debris,

b. Instead purposes for testing to be conducted in a safer manner in lower
altitudes if necessary,

i. This policy would be non-binding,
ii. This mechanism would include Space Situational Awareness

(SSA) measures,
iii. SSA would not ban offending member states from this but instead

would verify destructive ASAT testing,
1. This way it can provide information-sharing if a member

state fails to comply with the policy,
2. This shared SSA will be reported to fellow member states

who have signed this treaty to encourage incentive to join
the policy;

Function Two:

1. Requests that any current deployment of stockpile of ASATS or kinetic weapons
should be halted or put out of service and that the dismantlement be reported
within reason,

a. Confirms that ASAT tests not only put nations within risk in space but also
result in dangerous debris that indirectly make space more dangerous and
inoperable for many nations,

i. Reminds nations that space debris includes particles and objects
present from products made on earth in space that contain massive
amounts of energy;

b. Does not forcefully remove ASATs as this would be a breach of national
sovereignty,

c. Suggest nations with ASATs or kinetic weapons which would be put out of
service do not destroy these technologies but repurpose or redesign each
different weapon,



i. The choice to reuse or redesign is up to each country and is not
required but only advised,

Function Three:

1. Reinforces principles of the Outer Space Treaty that deplore claims of sovereignty over
foreign celestial bodies,

a. Nations may still construct surface bases or orbital stations of any celestial body
so long as these facilities have no military purposes,

i. The installation of weapons or technology with defensive capabilities will
be permitted so long as these devices are never used for offensive
operations,

b. Nations may not conduct weapons tests on any celestial body or in any region of
earth's upper atmosphere due to no nation having ownership of any body in outer
space

i. Any conducted weapons tests will be perceived as a violation of the Outer
Space Treaty principle that discourages against the damage of any celestial
body

1. Nations are encouraged to impose sanctions against any state that
violates the treaty in order to discourage and prevent future
damage from being caused that may inhibit exploration and
scientific progress,

ii. Instead of weapons test being conducted in space we strongly recommend
that each member state test weapons within their own borders,

iii. Weapons tests in outer space or the upper atmosphere will be considered
as an escalation of conflict due to their inherent nature;

1. Their inherit nature being towards of offensive attacks in space
towards celestial bodies or member states


